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It's been a while since I've heard from FloddyFosh, though. Thank you for your efforts. Lil'DewGreen 09-15-2009, 10:25 PM I just found out
that FloddyFosh is back! All the world of Minecraft is visible! He has a new Digbot that can dig Nether portals, though I don't know how to use
it or why it needs to be finished. Lol. Sorry. I just don't understand a lot of things. You know how the Portal-thing was different in the Nether,
huh? Like people said, it wouldn't kill you, but I think that's not true. Anyway, people said that the portal was a Nether portal, but the Portalthing is a Nether portal. And you can go from the Nether to the end of the world. And there's stuff there. FloddyFosh 09-15-2009, 10:43 PM
Oh, well, its pretty irrelevant as to what the heck the Nether is. Basically its an alternate dimension. Anyways, yes, it can be used to get to the
end of the world and there is stuff there, some of which is only a bit a bit different from earth, but anythings better than being cut up by a
redstone/brick. Getting back to digbot, its basically a pick and shovel. You can use it in a bunch of different ways. In fact, if you look on the
Digbot, there are 4 different commands: digger: Used to fill your inventory with dirt. sapper: Digs dirt, however, creates a hole where you place
it.
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February 13, 2015 - ...what to sell xzeldax for life...same as
diamonds...could you find it please?
//forums.everybodyedits.com/img/smilies/smile. gif
//www.instagram.com/p/Bwt6qw4g-lW/ I didn't expect it, to be honest.
I, as the creator and moderator of this blog, did not expect this post to
generate such a wave of responses. I apologize for it. I know some of
you who are not Instagram friends don't know about my blog and I wish
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you had my blog but... I wish they were Instagram friends. I just can
not. I know there are people here who don't see me as their friend, and I
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